"I feel my contributions in human rights have been validated and rewarded."

"I feel that I am encouraged by my colleagues to continue my work in human rights."

"I am able to find adequate resources to continue my work in human rights."

"I have found ample opportunities to continue my interest in human rights."

"My enthusiasm for human rights has spread throughout my institution."

"I feel my superiors are NOT supportive in my attempts to implement human rights."

"I feel I am constantly coming up against OPPOSITION from my institution."

"I am optimistic about my role as a leader for change in human rights."

"With further involvement in human rights, I feel greater satisfaction in my career."

"I feel my efforts in health and human rights are NO longer worth my time."

"I believe that most students in the health professions will NOT be interested in learning about human rights."

"I feel that it is possible to change students' ATTITUDES with regard to sexism, racism, bias, and discrimination through appropriate educational interventions."

"I feel that it is possible to change students' BEHAVIORS with regard to sexism, racism, bias, and discrimination through appropriate educational interventions."

"I feel that students are receptive to the ideas in human rights education."